NGSS Alignment for Chapter 7

Curriculum Connections:  HS-LS1-2
  HS-LS1-4
  HS-LS3-1
  HS-LS3-2
  HS-LS4-2

http://www.nextgenscience.org/next-generation-science-standards Click on View the NGSS Topic Arrangements, then scroll down to:

HS-2. Structure and Function, then click to view the HS-LS1-2 standard in detail.

HS. Inheritance and Variation of Traits, then click to view the HS-LS1-4, HS-LS3-1, and HS-LS3-2 standards in detail.

HS. Natural Selection and Evolution, then click to view the HS-LS4-2 standard in detail.
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